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During the year all must have felt the absence of our re
sected and renowned Principal. Dr. Dawson could not but be 
missed by the Governors and Professors, as well as by the Un
dergraduates of the University, and all, we are sure, will be 
glad to welcome him back amongst us. We have taken great 
pleasure during the winter in following his movements in Europe, 
and although the College was deprived of his teaching and his 
counsel, yet we were glad to know that his health was being 
recruited and that ho was enjoying a well deserved holiday 
amongst pleasing scenes in the Old World. He was especially 
fortunate in being able to be present at the great meeting re
cently held in Edinburgh—the greatest meeting, perhaps, of 
representative men in all departments of knowledge ever held 
in Britain.

But it must have been particularly gratifying to Dr. Dawson 
in his absence to know that everything was moving smoothly 
and on the whole very satisfactorily under the management of 
those who were called upon to fill his place. In fact, we can 
think of nothing which should be more gratifying both to him 
and to those gentlemen themselves.

The number of students entered in the several faculties 
during the past year was greater than at any previous time in 
the history of the University. In round numbers we may say 
that five hundred Undergraduates were in attendance. An 
increase took place in each of the faculties, except that of Law, 
in which there was a considerable diminution, but in this 
faculty, too, there is the significant fact to be noted that 80 
per cent, of the Undergraduates were Graduates in Arts. Next 
session we look iorward to a very considerable increase in this 
faculty as well as in the others, so that from this point of view 
the outlook is entirely encouraging.

Our losses by death were very serious. Dr. Leach referred 
to these in his Convocation address in such touching terms 
that we would fain leave what he has said without addition.

The faculty of Applied Science has made remarkable ad
vances since last year. The number of Undergraduates was 
alxmt seventy, a number not so very much short of that in 
the faculty of Arts. It is evident to everyone that very soon 
greater accommodation must be provided for this increasing 
body. A new building is absolutely necessary and must be 
provided very soon. Our readers will remember that a rumour 
reached us during the session to the effect that one of ovr 
wealthy citizens was soon to erect a building for the accommo
dation of this faculty to correspond with the Peter Redpath 
Museum. We hope that before we again assemble this rumour 
will prove to have been well founded. The number of P»v>- 
fessors, also, in this faculty is too small, and additions will have 
to be made as soon as sufficient funds are forthcoming for the 
purpose.

As to the faculty of Medicine it may be said never to have 
been in a more flourishing condition. The number of students 
was larger than ever before, while the teaching staff received 
several additions and underwent several changes which rendered 
it even more efficient than before.
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THE UNRECORDED VOTE.
At the gate where gentlemen make the laws,

She stopped one wint
And she wrapped her 

That hunger, with cruel spite !
And marvelled why the gay beam flashed from the tower’s stately height.

O'er the distant streets, o’er the lanes and squares,
The great eye circled round ;

And she thought, as she gazed, if the eye of God stares,
So far, far above the ground,

So cold, so clear ; not half way up and the cry of want is drowned.

And the people surged in the entry there,
For party was at stake ;

And the whips were worn out with the worry end care,
And all for the party’s sake :

Men said the Ministry was doomed, when the Opposition spake.
Yet again the cheers ringing sharp and shrill,

From gaping throats upsent !
And the loudest of all for the member whose Bill 

Was startling the Parliament :
Her feeble cheer—she knew not why—with the multitude’s was blent.

In the land the poor shall for ever be,
The Christ said that of old ;

But they ought to abide where the rich cannot see,
Away from the marts of gold,

Away from'Senate’s lordly pomp, where the nation’s fame is scrolled.

ight ;
close—how it tears, how it gnaws,cloak

With affairs of state famous “ statesmen" dealt, 
The crisis met its hour ;

And the Whig fought the Tory, and Saxon fought Celt,
With boast, in the pride of power :

The hearts of yore were beating still ; thei. great England ne’er should cower.
Twas a grand debate, and the House was thronged,

With Commoner and Peer ;
And they swore that the flag of their country was wronged, 

Away in the southern sphere :
The woman crawled and huddled down by the bridge’s pathway near.

and the votes were cast—And the night crept on,
The old regime was d<

And the beam flashing round lit her face as it passed—
The soul from its pangs had fled ;

And silent rose to God’s white throne where the deeds of state are said.
Chas.E. Mots*.Montreal.

(Sditoriate.

Following the custom of all editors at the close of our labours 
we turn and look back upon the course of events since we were 
entrusted with the management of the Gazette in September 
last. In this retrospective view nothing seems to us to call for 
special notice, for the session just closed may shortly bo de
scribed as prosperous and uneventful.
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In the sporting world, too, a fair amount of 
to our lot. Although our football team 
in the earlier part of the 
towards the close

success has fallen Anatomy Act passed about a year ago, and amendments to which 
are at present under consideration at Quebec. For the first 
time in the history of this province grave-robhing has been on- 
hrely unknown, and the army of resurrectionists has died out 
because the circumstances which before made the deaecrati 
graves necessary, have now ceased to exist. Nothing, in short, 
could be better than the result, of the wise legislation of last 
year. But wo arc vely sorry to say that there am not wanting 
a few individuals of quasi-philanthropic tendencies who are ab 
tempting to get up a war-cry against this Act which has already 
done so much for public decency. Some of our daily paperl 
notably the Herald, have lent themselves to this most unreason, 
able agitation. In its decrepit old age the Herald has taken to 
raving, and when not occupied with the Grand Trunk or the 
Court House, the Anatomy Act forms the subject of its hysteri
cal editorials. Two things it admits, first, that it is absolutely 
necessary that subjects for anatomical dissection be provided for 
our medical students; second, that “body-snatching" is an 
abomination But very iUogically it goes on to attack the Act 
which provides subjects and prevents desecration. The Act 
must be done away with because the aged inmates of our chan- 
table institutions, receiving Government aid, are tortured by the 
thought of what will become of their poor bodies after death. 
This is all of course, a matter of sentiment, but the Herald j, 
a great believer in sentiment. It confesses that what it says 

is nothing but sentiment, and sentiment is the laigest and best 
part of human life But by sentiment the Herald understands 

right feeling based upon good sense," a rather remarkable de- 
fini ion. But after all this screeching what does this defender 
of the heart u against the head demand orsuggestl The editor 

fear that the students are too prone to be lavish or 
wasteful with their material, and suggests the propriety of sub. 
stituting a wooden model for flesh and bones. At ,11 events he 
thinks one subject should suffice to meet '>e requirements of a 
complete anatomical education I One is rather surprised after 
such suggestions as the above, that the amendment to the Act 
demanded by our sentimental friend, should be so very mild as 
hoy are. After all his thunderings he only asks that the 

manent inmates of our i

was not as successful 
season as wo could have wished, still 

some fine playing was
Training and hard practice can alone make up for the disadvan
tages under which we lie in football matters, and this fact we
hope, will be remembered by the players next year. Our 
hockey club was also very successful, although the team did 
not succeed in winning the carnival cup. Next winter, how- 
ever, we hope to see the cup once more in the hands of old 
McGill. The completion of the track round the football field 
is a matter for congratulation, and those who originated and 
carried oui the idea deserve general thanks for their efforts. 
Unfortunately the Inter-University athletic sports did not 
oil last fall as

done by our men.

was expected, but we understand that steps have 
been taken towards the organization of such a meeting in Octo
ber next. Another matter in which we took a great deal of 
interest was the formation of a University Athletic Association 
but no action, we are sorry to say, was taken by the Under
graduates for the furtherance of the scheme during the session. 
He are glad to know, however, that the sports committee in- 
tend to have tins association formed early next year. The 
Lawn Tennis club, too, we understand to have had 
cessful season. a very sue-

As to ourselves, we have partaken laigely of the general 
prosperity. Our financial positi n is better 
and the number of

;-x ‘

even than last year, 
subscribe!!! greater, whilst we have not 

once had a lack of matter for our columns. We have to thank 
many friends for kind assistance during the year, not a few of 
whom wore people unconnected with the University. Indeed 
It has been a matter of regret to us that while the Professera 
and many outside friends have contributed largely, but 
few of the Undergraduates themselves have 
This is the only thing we have to complain of, and we 
hope that our successors will not have

expresses a
very

written for us. 
can only

. .. , =vcn this fault to find
when they come to lay down the pen. How far we have repre
sented the opinions of the students and advanced the interests 
of the piper, is a question which we shall not attempt to answer 
H e shall be content if we shad be found to have improved the 
piper m some slight degree and to have extended its influence 
The Graduates, we are glad to be able to state, have this year 
evinced much greater interest in our welfare than heretofore 
and we have several times discussed questions in our columns 
of especial interest to them. Among these was the proposal 
nradc by u, for the formation of a Univeraity club, a proLd 
which met with very warm approval, and which we hope soon 
to see carried out by the committee of the Graduates' Society 
At the annual meeting of this Society held a few weeks ago 
the desirability of fanning a joinUtock company to take over 
the management of the liazette was discussed, and a committee 
appointed to enquire into the question. What the decision of 
this committee and of the students upon this matter will be we 
do not know, but in any case we ask the present subscribers to 
the Univbkbity Gazette to continue their interest in the 
in the future.

... . charitable institutions be excluded
the practical operation of the law, and that the time allowed for 
the Claiming of bodies be somewhat extended. Not very much 
opposition, we imagine, will be made to these amendments. 
The harm which some good people do with the very best of in 
ten ions ,every great indeed, and amongst such good people we 
must class those who are worrying themselves over the imagin- 
ary ills resulting from our Anatomy Act. The harm done how 
ever, is by no means lessened by the action of these people being
sfÜÏÏ r^Tme,at°I 8rmmd8'even thou«h sentiment to 
supposed to be based on good

At the recent meeting of Convocation 
addresses were delivered. several most important

lrofessora affords evidence of a very material character upon the 
point at issue We were glad to see that the address referred 
to was published in full in one of our daily papers The l 
dress of the Venerable Archdeacon Leach we ourselves give in 
this number It will to read with pleasure, not alone tocause 
of the importance of its subject matter and the 
its expression, but also

paper

It has been a matter of4 very general remark and of general
congratulation also that during the past session our Medical 
School has been amply provided with subjects, and this without 
the enactment of revolting scenes hitherto very common in this 
city. 1 or this grateful change we have to thank the Provincial gracefulness of 

on account of the deep regard in which
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our cultured Vice-Principal is held by every person connected 
with the University.

We congratulate Principal Dawson and the University at 
large upon his reception of the honorary degree of LLD. from 
Edinburgh University. At the recent tercentenary celebration 
the Senatus Aeademiciu chose over one hundred savants for dis
tinction in this way, amongst the number being James Russell 
Lowell, Dr J. 8. Billings, Asst. Surgeon-General, U.S.A., 
Prof. W. A. Green, of Princeton, and I)r. Fordyce Barker, of 
New York. All must be sensible that, through Dr. Dawson, a 
great honour has been conferred upon our University.

The Greeks and the Romans were men we revere, 
But we’ve had quite enough of them now for a year.

For Logic- we rather would reason like fools,
Than learn any more syllogistical rules.

Of phosphorus, sulphur, and that sort of stuff,
Pfui ! long ago, surely, we’ve had quantum tuff.

O'er the field of geometry no more we’ll roam,
But work out the problem to make tracks for h

(Sontributione.

The Morality of Shakespeare.
[Portions of a paper read before the Shakespeare Club of 

Montreal, February 4th, 1884.]
“ Love’s labour’s Lost” betrays many an evidence of youth. 

It contains that minuteness of detail, particularly in regard to 
quip and pun, which the immature mind displays in lieu of 
comprehensive and manly thought. In so far as it indulges in 
these, it follows the distinctive bent of the age in which it was 
produced. It comes down to us, too, as the most Euphuistic of 
Shakespeare’s plays. But this does not prevent it from being 
serious, nor from concealing behind abstruse grotesqueness a 
moral that is equably sustained. The nature of that moral has 
already been glanced at : The folly of taking things as they 
ought not to be taken, of making empty unrealities do duty for 
solier fact. Words are presented to us instead of deeds ; 
shadow instead of substance.

In order .o relieve the weariness of a life that is essentially 
unnatural, in order to vary the monotony of study—and it will 
be observed that study forms the staple of the new régime both 
in Love’s Labour’s Lost and in the Princess, though from different 
causes and with different motives in either case—there shall be 
laughter for king and lords. Fashionable mirth shall alternate 
with gravity. A man of words fantastical,

“ A man in all the world’s new fashion planted,
That hath a mint of phrases in his brain”—

the Spaniard Arinado, is to relate stories of romance. A most 
imposing person, that Armado 1 Yet is he weak in exact pro
portion to his imposingness. His intellectual food is wretched 
stuff—mere mental milk and water of the poorest quality. He 
is attended by a satellite, Moth (i.e. mote) who has to supply 
brains to his master. Notice the dialogue in Act I. sc. ii., 
where Armado and Moth appear for the first time : “ Boy, what
sign is it, when a man of great spirit grows melancholy f’------
“ Comfort me, boy. What great men have been in love ?’------
“ Is there not a Iwllad, boy, of the King and the Beggar f’ 
Armado feels that Moth is “ quick in answers” and Shakespeare 
feels that both of them are instruments for showing the inner 
purpose of which he never loses sight. In the spectacle of the 
Nine Worthies, the little page takes the part of Hercules—dis
proportion here between show and substance. The Spanish 
Grandee with his fine exterior and his affected mannerism is 
little better than a bird of gaudy plumage, after all. There is 
unreality and disproportion even in clothes :

Ark.—By the north pole, I do challenge thee.
Costard. -1 will not fight with a pole, like a northern man ; I’ll slash : 

I’ll do it by the sword. I pray you. let me borrow my arms again.
Domain.—Room for the incensed Worthies !
Cost.—I’ll do it in my shirt.
Dum.—Most resolute Pompey I
Arm.—Gentlemen and soldiers, pardon me; I will not combat in my 

shirt.
Bum.—You may not deny it : Pompey hath made the challenge.
Arm.—Sweet bloods, I both may and will.
Biron.—What reason have you for’t ?
Arm .-The naked truth of it it, I have no ihirt; I go woolward for 

penance.
The ladies, with practicalness and unconventionality that 

throw them into marked contrast to the men, help to display 
the reverse side of matters and to reveal the weakness of the 
other sex. There is much wordy talk of the show sort between 
the King and Lords about their love. Their wooing shall have 
an element of unreality, if possible ; they will press their suits 
in disguise, as Muscovites. But th« wooed are forewarned, and

We are glad to see that the Sports Committee has at last 
taken some action in the matter of a University Athletic As
sociation. Wo understand that the draught of a constitution 
has Iteen drawn up, modelled on the constitutions of similar As
sociations at Harvard and elsewhere, md that it is to be sub
mitted to the Undergraduates in September next. We sincerely 
hope that the efforts of the Committee will be successful, and 
that the existence of the Association will bo inaugurated with 
an entirely successful Inter-University meeting.

Wo must once more raise our voice against the way in which 
our College grounds are neglected. No sooner had the snow 
disappeared from the surface than the noble am y of nurses in
vested the north side of the campus, and their small, but inde 
fatigable, charges proceeded to kill the young grass by playing 
cricket while the ground was still quite wet But we have 
come to look upon this part of the grounds as belonging not to 
the University but to the Montreal nurses, and we hitherto con
soled ourselves with thinking that the other side, at all events, 
might be used by us without our being warned off by some ticket 
holder. But this year we are informed that the whole position 
must be given up to the enemy. The Montreal Football Club 
began to practice before the ground had recovered from the 
effects of the snow and water, but the damage which they did 
was infinitesimal compared with the mischief and annoyance 
caused by about a hundred small boys who have formed a ju
venile football club, and call themselves the “ Young McGills.” 
We are informed that the Registrar has apportioned a large 
space to this baud, and refuses to allow them to be dislodged as 
they all pay fifty cents or so per annum for their privileges, and 
the impecuniosity of the authorities will not allow this fruitful 
source of revenue to bo cut off. So much does this bring in 
that half of one porter’s salary, we believe, was once realized in 
an unusually prosperous season. Notwithstanding all this we 
have the temerity to express our opinion that this bonanza 
should be foregone, and all nurses and small boys confined to 
one side of the field if allowed in at all.

STUDENTS’ PARTING SONG.
Tune I—Vise la Compagnie. 

Come, all jolly students of any real worth,
Vive la compagnie !

And roll our glad chorus right heartily forth.
Vive la compagnie I

Chôme -.—Vive la, Ac.

The spring calls to us with witching looks,
“ There’s something far better than grubbing 'mong books."

The Muses—fine ladies 1- from far we admire,
But give us the girls that set hearts on fire.

i

«
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acquiring a knowledge of the syntax and construing of the 
ancient languages. W e might enlarge at some length on the 

“ H'll°Wn.8 lan8uage attainable by endeavouring 
to fix in the mind the various fine gradations of meaning implied 
in the accurate translation of exquisite production! of the

tervofSh 'y Pe?ded °? the auth™ studied, to acquire a mas- 
tom to m!aning and peculiarities. But we shall not ven- 
ture on these topics. Nor shall we ourselves nturo on an 
estimate of the worth of the literature of the old ages. As an 
unexceptionable witness on the advamago of Greeklmlture wo 
mig it cite Milton, who in his “ Paradise Regained” has left us 
on eloquent tribute to the excellence of the language of Greece ■
literature"1 °We “‘f* f*.ad<iuCed M l° the vahfe of Roman 
r,™ ! 7’tr " ? however, do more than advert to the
names of Horace and Virgil, Cicero and Closer, Sallust and Livy
derived fmm lb 1 ™ ”,t'e ““o"9 connected with and 
(lenved from the classics of Rome. Classical literature
LÏÏiro1--‘md““inlrin8ic value- This renders it specially 
fitted for being used as a storehouse of ihe materials for impart 
ing to our youth the mental wealth of knowledge. As cliinl

to c„nfrmS;hcren M°‘h' ^ heralJ' falls a victim

Boyar.—True ; “ out," indeed.
NÏL°U,oïd'f—h”™"vPi'it« vou=h..f.

enrth !"

mortal views !

our sun-beamed eyes, with your sun-

fuU me out.

sf? SSaSaShemutage; to some spot where he can examine his intent 
wisely and where no theoretical plans or distractions of the Ar 
mado type can militate against the soundness of his cnncl nions" 
month A.*7 int0, th° world -•*«. «'"I all for a twZi
is to he ^7; hz

enough’ “nd “lth°'!gl| we maT ‘hat the women’are”Ught

cprZtln-dTnZr^ZrfatTrtoth
ploug,” * r^etLSr^ JFT;ryelh"'dC 

h0r|Jl"qi“er1tta’ °! 811 i”°Ple ! And the plough ! J Perhaps we
nt.SX^rOTr'8^Wdl‘AAdrATe7re

rpth"irp;,^r,Vii2, S.7
said concerning a Midsummer Night's Dream need not be re 
patted, as i. would mainly be a résumé of matte- alreaity in

possesses

The proper place of classical instruction is to be the basis and 
totèn det*OTto°f “ tho”ugh disciplinary training of the youthful 
- ithe tf* of language as an expression of thought, as 
““ft * ■ V“0U8 “cthods of written style and thoughtful
their n’urooses 't,8*18,110 ?haping °f i,lcas' 80 as to accomplish 
veto™ T o Tho claaflca contain a complete round of de- 
veioped thought connected with a past civilization, in which the

fJTV* langllage haT0 hcen treasured up for 
Z stX t! to he refl,}ement of our taste, and the culture of 
S 7‘f- ,^° th”c v ,rks a vast mass of historical, geograph- 
tioi and °T ,UCal “““S' ncctcte, and they form the fournie-

ÆîrwRsr issvïï isfwt oL n °,Ur i8 ’ ‘h-T are employed to form the centre of

It has he toA "Z ™ ™ 
practical to sneer a^0 |hi^ltire.Ce?tly °f many "*0 idolize the ‘he entire development has gone from the earth. The evoking 
h!wevt haveTot IZl a8tU"°8- M™‘of those who do so, “fntuck a of mind, and of such methoils of exercising ?L 
sound drill to thmn^Tb 6 8dT8”^8 °fa thorough training and =™ot fad to be useful ; while no one can readily doubt tlufad 
have been shrewd to They, tor the most part, mcn'Vho vantage of possessing a full knowledge of J
making sense of thaTphZ! and" who'toktog ‘fulîZeTlT r""' ,‘h" ^ w“ Gr““- *“ lh« ‘hat w„ R™.»

dZtiagaC'ty’teiCla'm against “Y education which dois' not lcareiZ wt* Ï” wl!0 8Poak in derogatory terms of classical 
directly aim at being effectively useful in promoting what thev tZuL to TJ p0,?‘ U’ the ,act' ‘hat aU our most dis- 
denominate the main chance.” This is a false wat of indZ îiiïi" thinkers and writers have been educated through the 
°f m !natiter' As 8 man who has been blind from hi! birth thZü iT fT the,r whole course ot thought is tinged with

which may be hinted, wdl not, however, hold ; for ml man refsontot'wld b to" ad,vantage clearness and consecution of

r.S:,5ri"f,rs,,“v&L" Ê=&~üMfir-jras/ssj
deprived°of Ilth h‘S cond'llon would have been if i.e had ’been alik^findln C° k'ZV1” 8,?te8man a,ld ‘he moralist may 
euîoK. l n- ft f «"'tecs of joy which classical studies have fZT , 0reek and Roman literature whatsoever is good for 
to=Cti„7„7‘thb- i‘ W0Uld P8rh8l>8 «com as ungenerous as ^l Ï tb""1 ft"16 T' “Liv=8 ‘here a man withT” 
attomnf7 f bl'.ld w“h hie sightlessness, were we to L h 0811,101 ‘PP^ciate the poetic effusions of Mæonides,

fro,1 to amerat0-the vsrious elements of benefit which !] “■ th c0™Pa”10ns “ml convivial guests of Maecenas, the sad

Chas. r. Moysb.

I
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Hector, even though the military tactics of the soldiers of the 
present day be wide os the poles asunder from those of these 
heroes of old. Does the statesman turn away as finding nothing 
of service to him in steering the ship of Government 1 Is 
Solon, with his just and equal laws, to be despised Î Does the 
construction of the Roman Republic afford him no insight into 
the principle of sound government Î Is the experience of some 
of the greatest geniuses the world ever produced to be cast aside 
as a tlnng of no moment 1 Let the orator listen to the orations 
of Cicero, and as he listens admire the fiery eloquence tempered 
with the sound philosophy of the Roman efxsutionist ; and 
whether it be in the public capacity of senator, or in his private 
disputations with his own familiar friends, he, too, will find his 
time amply repaid. Nor need the moralist shun the classic 
groves of ancient Ion;, as finding there nothing worthy of his 
special attention ; to him, as to others—j>oet, warrior, states
man, orator and philosopher—will it be given to distil nectar 
from these mellifluous bowers. Say not the languages of Greece 
and Rome a fa dead ; if they are they yet speak, and “ as the 
thoughts of men are widened with the process of the suns,” we 
need not fear any material decay in the intelligent pursuit of 
languages, replete with whatever is pleasing to the taste or in
structive to the mind.

“ Let them lie translated,” say the opponents of culture, by 
means of classical literature. In an objective point of view this 
may be tolerable, but even in that it is open to objection. 
Every one who has given any attention to classical studies must 
have felt the satisfaction to himself, as well as the superior 
light thrown upon the meaning of a passage after a careful 
perusal of the original, as compared with the tame, however 
faithful, English translation. But to insist on the fact of the 
loss sustained by the translation of an author were an unneces
sary task, as it is too palpable to admit of dispute. Still let us 
look at this farther, in a subjective light. Suppose a perfect 
translation of every classic author of note were made into the 
English language ; would not one of the principal aims of a 
classical education be lost 1 Granted that the youth has to 
spend many a laborious day over the acquirement of a know
ledge of them (an objection, by the way, which might be urged 
against any branch of scienca), has he been acquiring nothing 
during all that period except the knowledge of the languages 
themselves? Has not his mind gone through a course of discip
line the most healthy to further development ? Has he not 
t>een taught to regard with precision every particle that has 
crossed his path ? Has he not obtained a power of expression 
as well as been educated in the process of thinking in a manner 
unattainable by any other process ? Have not his powers of 
discernment and discrimination been exercised in the highest 
]K)3sible degree? Have not his tastes lieen refined, and his 
whole mind moulded and fashioned in a manner fitting him at 
once for the prosecution of the pursuits of the merchant, the 
lawyer, the statesman, or the theologian ?

The study of modern literature is suggested as a substitute for 
that of classics. Man’s life is said to be too short to admit of a 
profitable study even of the works of men now living ; hew ab
surd, then, to spend the seventh part of a lifetime, and that the 
most useful for the attainment of knowledge, in the search after 
the truths embodied in the volumes of the ancients, when the very 
study of these precludes the possibility of getting acquainted 
with the language of our own land ! “ Let us take a living 
language,” say the utilitarians, “such as German, would not that 
serve the end ?” Not as do the ancient classics. Go to the 
fountain-head at once if you want to drink the pure waters, and 
benefit by the health-giving influences of soul-cultivating truth ; 
and where is this to be found in unsullied purity but in the 
mother languages ? Besides, the very fact of there being dead 
languages tends all the more to the cultivation of the intellect. 
Memory not needing to clog herself with unnecessary burdens 
after the acquirements of the “ beggarly elements.” The op
ponents of the classics argue, further, as if these languages were 
studied to the total exclusion of even the reading of English 
literature, which is contrary to fact, for are not our own classics 
introduced and studied pari passu with Homer and Virgil ? 
But even if the schoolboy were prevented by his classical studies

from reading the English classics, the very time of his leaving 
school is that which may prove the most opportune for the com
mencement of that campaign where a solid substratum has been 
laid, and habits of thought formed, which should add in an in
finite degree to his intelligent and beneficial pui suit of the study 
of the literature of hit own country.

It is not to be supposed that we make classics everything, far 
less that we wish to exclude other useful branches of education 
from our schools ; but we strenuously maintain that for the 
power of culture which they possess, and for the key they afford 
to other stores of knowledge—not to speak of the pleasures re
sulting from the study of them—no popular clamor or false in
sinuations as to their causing the total neglect of other studies, 
or the sordid desire of becoming wealthy, should in any wise in
cline us to reduce the standard in education of the products of 
the minds of men who, living in ages of heathenism, neverthe
less Lamed codes of morality surpassed only by that revealed in 
the unclouded light of Christianity.

:
,

M.
“The Evbr-Livimo Life.”

Chance has thrown in our way a copy of a brand-new poem, 
privately printed for the author. It is a lucky thing for the 
world that at this juncture, when Alfred Tennyson is shelved 
with a peerage, that the autnor of “ The Ever-Living Life” 
should arise to till the gap. In many respects it is unique, and 
we freely confess that we never met anything like it before ; 
and further, in many parts it is entirely incomprehensible.

We shall endeavour to cull a few specimens, in hopes that our 
readers will better understand the author’s aim and objects than 
we have been able to do. The opening of the poem is lofty 
enough :—
“ Poets ! Ye, who in these regions, through these glimpses of 
Whereabout this round Earth rolling with an atmosphere debars 
From the sight of flesh-eyed creatures glories that supremely stay,
Where the lighted constellations up amid the ethers sway : —
Ye, who through these human regions, voices beautifully raise,
Captivative of the feelings all throughout the humav way 
Ye are they who should be bearers of the topmost flowers of thought 
Into human hearts, receptive ever of true beauties brought."
Then the author falls to scolding the poets of the present day 
for having fallen from the “ mettle of their pasture,” as

the stars.

iat are these your teachings lately, through these centuries 
have you forgotten grossly what the pristine poets knew ?

“ Wh 
How

Ah ! the tunes are not now potent with right paladins of song :
Ye, who are the piets, truly, have not made your measures strong." 
and after rating them soundly, and speaking of the later poetical 
productions as'Jittle more than

We are told how the author has discovered a theme worthy of a 
great poet, and he breaks forth thus—
" Lo ! I see the mighty sunbeams wielding planets in their plight,
With a mighty, long pulsation, and the daily draught of light ;

A nd I see a theme most worthy, placeless now in human song,
Though in days of old the singers struck the \ y-note brief and
And so our poet determines to sing the “ Ever-Living Life,’ 
and he certainly does it in a very lofty style, and he tells other

“ Open now your eyes and see, ye that would be strong of 
Ye that would with animation lofty lift the world along 1 
Open now your eyes and see, with the optics of the mind,
That within the mind you may, God, your maker, visibly

ces on vowels tripping, smoothly consonanted all ; 
of perfect termination, charming with then witted fall j"

strong."

He sings of Heaven,
“ Where the topmost mind of all,-----
Topmost mind of all that can be, wraps the universal ball
In a photospheric raiment, round ana round, and round and round,
Round and round, and round and round, with the glorious raiment w
No wonder that the writer becomes giddy. Again, when he 
talks about
“ A levitativt essence in a spirit strong," 
surely can he mean “ gin cocktail f’

We had marked some other passages for quotation, but out of 
consideration for our readers we forbear. The author tells us 
that
“ Politics and economics are but vagaries of the brain,
Dealing with overwhelming problems, frail and visionary, vain 1"

I
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asoldier w<m “ contrary to the laws of God.” “Ou, yea ;’ replied the 
Highlander, "but ye ken the military is governed by a law of ita ain.’’ 
The eoldier, I know, did not express ail his better beVef, but he found the 
caae rather a hard one; he waa no caauiat, yet hia words, literally taken, 
dem te the sin ar.d error of prevaricating the God-given lawa whence are 
formed derivatively the conceptions and beliefs that ought universally to 
regulate the conduct of rational human beings. “ Let us all be governed 
by a law of our ain” is the lowest reach of impiety or moral idiocy.

Universi ri Literary 8< uiety.\ On the evening of the 28th April the Ladies' Ordinary at the 
Windsor was crowded to its utmost capacity by a large audience 
who had been invited by the Society to attend their twenty- 
first public meeting where they would be entertained by, as the 
card of invitation stated, an

“ Ad res buy dhe Prezident, Mr. Charles J. Doherty, B.C.L., 
“ Dibeit ; Shud Fnnetik Speling by ymzd trn reprirent dhe 
wardz ov uwr Ingglish langgwej ?

.. ( J. Ralph Murray, B.A.,Afarmatlv : l Albt,rt'j. Brown, B.A.
Raleigh J. Elliot,
John F. Mackie, B.A.”

The affiliation of the Theological Colleges sooner or later, if the 
friendly spirit adverted to prevail, may lead to some great improve
ment in the educational system of the province. However admirable, as 
compared with many others, like them, it is defective in one resjiect by no 
means immaterial. Ie it not desirable that the youth of the land during 
their years at school should be instructed with all possible care, among the 
first things needful for their life on earth, in their duties to Goa and man 7 
You cannot leave this to the parents ; fathers are too much occupied with 
their business, mothers are ci.reful and troubled about many things: the 
.Sunday Schools are worthy of all praise, and never can be b o much en
couraged nor too much attention paid to the character and gifts of the 
teachers, and yet it will be hardly denied that it is from the other schisils 
and the academies that the determining influences come, which chiefly form 
the character pf pupils, so far as it can be affected by external conditions. 
We hear it often insisted upon that some of the subjects introduced into 
the schisils are so efficaci -us as intellectual training called by a fallacy men
tal training, as if the former kind were the whole of man. Is ino.al and 
religious instruction n it a good kind of training ? Among so many arts 
taught, why exclude the art of righteousness? Why refuse them the 
orunibs that fall from the Master’s table 7 Except on the plea of necessity 
nothing can justify the exclusion, and though 1 acknowledge that the facts 
of history are not very encouraging to one’s liest hopes, yet it does seem in
credible that this necessity should be periietual, and that so many of the 
kind of men connected with the several colleges and schools, all so deeply 
interested in the subject, many of them of much exiierience and devoted to 
the cause of public instruction, should not be able to devise some plan 
offensive to no man's conscience that has light in it, to supply this 
want—.u stop up this averaal gap that lies between the stage to winch the 
present system has advanced, ana the fulfilment of its end.

wt, hope to have the honour of receiving in- 
yollege a great number of the members of the British 
Advancement of Science. This expectation ap|iears to 
ith unfeigned satisfaction. I have heard no voice out 

general feeling. Many books have been lately pub- 
feased object of reconciling religion and science or science 
this were demanded by some jieculiar necessity of the 
ension of this kind seems to have existed from the be- 
pronounces the emphatic warning—" Beware lest any 

ugh philosophy and vain deceit.’’ Hence, many young 
may be disposed to take up some prejudice against 

ience, for these are not always distinguishod, as if they 
agonistic to true religion. As to Ht Paul’s warning, he 
lilosophy, for, in that case, what is to be said of his own. 
■ectly given in the New Version—" Take heed lest there 
lat maketh spoil of you through hit philosophy and vain 
the best masters of philosophy and science and of other 
old truth too much in honour, and love the well-being of 
ustify the hasty conclusion that they are necessarily 
Kime of them we are certain are decidedly " for us.” ana 

seems a warrantable persuasion that Philosophy and 
ver before, do good service in the Kingdom of Uod, and 
ies in sup|>ort of the Crown of Christ. In toe meantime 
reference to the disputations of the Academicians and 
nay be thought worthy of some consideration—" Let it 
i there be between them, as it were, a neutral ground, 
f the Twelve Tables ordain shall subsist between the 
ent landlords."

!

;Ncgativ :
So large a number did tliia bring together that seats were at 

a premium long before the business of the evening began, and 
many persons were content to take advantage of a seat in the 
corridor or a convenient wall, rather than miss the “ dibeit.”

The address by the President has already been published by 
one of our daily papers, which makes it unnecessary for us to 
give it here.

Mr. Murray opened the debate as follows :—
Mr. President, Ladie. and Gkntlkmrn,—The subj 

consideration this evening i, one which at first sight may appear to many 
of you to be of an unpract.cal and uninteresting character. Those of you 
who have already studied and reflected upon this question of phonetic 
si>elling, and who have carefully examined the pretensions of those who 
take the view of the case which it is our honour c” the affirmative to up
hold this evening, will look ujvin this subject with no contemptuous 
regard, and I feel very confident indeed that when, later on, the vote 
comes to hi taken, your decision will unhesitatingly be given in supixirt of 
a reform which you cannot fail to have recognized as reasonable and very 
necessary. But when I come to consider the little attention which has 
been paid to this question in Canada, when I remember th comparative 
ignorance in which many of us have lived a ‘ o the strides which tne agita
tion for tqielling reform is making, and the proportions which it is assum
ing in the mother country at the present day, it is but natural for me to 
sup|M>86 that there are many amongst those whom I am now addressing 
who have hithe -to looked u|sin this scheme of phonetic spelling as a 
the most impracticable which it has ever entered into the mind of 
advocate, that the idea was entertained chiefly by cranks, or at the 
was useful only as affording amusement of a literary nature to the 
visionary scholars. To those who have thought thus, if any there be here, 
I wish to say that no more erroneous idea waa ever entertained by them ; 
and I feel sure that before this debate has come to an end they will be 
ready to acknowledge such to be the case. I have never been much in
clined to advocate reforms as we generally understand them, simply 
because they went by the name of reforms ; indeed, by nature and associa
tions I am opposed to all radical changes, and yet as I stand up this even
ing to ad vocate this change in our mode -if spelling, I feel that the reform 
is no ordinary one, I feel that as it is one of *"e vastest social and literary 
inqiortance, embracing millions upon million. of jieople in its effects, so, 
too, it is one into which I can enter with the greatest enthusiasm of which 
I am capable, one which it confers honour ujion me to be allowed to sup
port. Most vivid is my consciousness at the present moment of the enor
mous inqiortance of this grand, this far-reaching reform, but a 
deep is tne regret which is present with me that the advocacy of 
noble cause should, on such a propitious occasion as the present, be en
trusted to the hands of those so little capable of doing justice to it.

As the time allotted to me is not veryjong, I shall content myself with 
giving a very general idea of the scheme of phonetic spelling as it is sought 
to be introduced into the English language. I shall draw, as it were, a 
rough outline of the plan which we are advocating, leaving the interstices 
ana omissions to be filled in by my learned friend who is to support me. 
It would be impossible, and I think wholly undesirable for me to attempt 
to enter into the minute details of the technical part of this subject ; nor 
does, indeed, a knowledge of these details seem to me at all necessary for 
the Kill understanding of the desirability of spelling reform. Glancing at 
the meaning of language in general, and at the development of written 
language from spoken, I shall go on to refer briefly to those points in 
which the English language fails to come up to the ideal of a perfect 
written language, to those resjiects in which it falls short of what it ought 
to be. Then by drawing your attention to the disastrous results flowing 
from these imperfections I shall show you that reform is necessary and 
possible ; I shall show you that if this system which we propose be 
adopted, we shall not only remove the inqierfections in our spelling, but 
we shall also, as a consequence of this, do a monumental service to millions 
of our race in this and succeeding ages. But it is not to be supjiosed that 
such a drastic improvement as this can be carried out without its encoun
tering the sharpest criticism and the most determined opposition. We 
shall glance, therefore, at some of the most important objections which 
have been raised to the scheme, and I shall attempt to show you how those 
objections are almost entirely groundless, and certainly not of sufficient 
weight to stay the progress of this inevitable amelioration. I have not the 
slightest doubt that our friends on the opposite side when they come to 
reply will refer to some of these flimsy objections from their point of 
view, and will lay a great deal of stress upon them, but I have no fear of 
their imposing upon you.

Finally, I shall mention the names of a few of those who are supporting 
in England and the United States, in order that you may 
this ie no mere visionary proposal which is made, but one 

that emanates from persona of the greatest renown, and from tn 
nesting the greatest exiierience in educational matters.
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There is r jmint which I lieg leave to suggest for deliberation to
the Facult erned. It may be assumed as ad.nitted that those of
Medicine i v would greatly benefit and elevate their professions if
the régulai in Arts were made imperative. If this should lie judged
to be impracticable, the full course in mental and moral philosophy might 
not occupy the time of the student detrimentally. It is a siiecies of know
ledge cognate with what both Faculties profess to give. How often has the 
physician while he endeavours to remove “the perilous stuff that weighs 
upon the heart" physically, to take into consideration the state of the mind, 
and in the case of Law it is essential, supposing it to be necessary to study 
with any care the original principles from which all Law, except physical 
laws, are derived, and necessary it is, if a succession of fit and able persons 
is to be found to occupy the high places of the field, the statesmen of the 
land, and the judges, many such as we hitherto have had and have here 
still on the Bench, men accomplished in their special science, in all its ex
tent, and other learning, courageous, incorruptible and independent So 
long as we have such as these there is some nope for us whatever races of 
men fill the future CanaJ-

The Graduating Classes in Arts and Applied Science were 
entertained at dinner by the Undergraduates in the two Facul
ties, at the Windsor Hotel, on the evening of the 30th., Mr. 
C. W. Trenholme, B. A., occupying the chair. It is unnecessary 
to say that a most enjoyable and a most noisy time was spent 
by those present. The classes graduating this y jar have been 
noted not only for their intellectual prowess, but for their 
fine social qualities as well. “ 0 rat us multaprece., nitere porro. 
Va>lc, Vale."

this noble cause
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way*, each of which ton be supported b\ examples of analogous spellings, 
inlO;Z in lî  ̂and these multiplied .ogether,

Summing-up, then, the^advantages of phonetic spelling,

(2.) It will render spelling easy.
(3.) It enables the student, as scon as h 

;hly, to spell any word with th-

we see that : —

e hae learned the 
e same accuracy

phonetic alpha- 
that he can pro-17 x 36 x 17 x 33 x 10 x 17 = 58,300,440.

nounce it.
- (4.) It renders the task of learning to read delightful to teacher and

(5.) It will consequently 
poorer classes.

(<>.) It will render the language less difficult for foreigners.
(7.) It will render the busln-ts of reducing unwritten languages to a 

written form, sure and easy.
(8.) It will show the exact state of the language at a given time.
(If.) It will tend to do away with barbarisms in pronunciation. 
jlU.) It will reduce the bulk and therefore the cost of our books.
Now let me turn to some of the obj«étions chronically rged against 

phoneticism.
Them

So that in this particular case tho chanci-s that a person 
heard this word would spell it incorrectly arc alsiut 58 millions to onê.

What is the practical meaning of all tl It means the loss of three or
four years of precious time by every child lean» to read and siiell ; it
menus days and months and years of useless drudgery for both teacher and 
pupil : it means that years which might, if the Phonetic System were 
introduced, be employed by our children in acquiring useful knowledge, 
are now squandered in unnecessarily loading their memories and breaking 
their hearts -f it means that IK) i>er cent, of the pupils in the schools of Eng
land go out into life unable to read a paragraph from a newspaper intelli
gently ; it means that 16 millions of dollars are annually thrown away in 
England alone ; it means that the English national education is a failure ; 
it means that ignorance prevails through the land. Here is our great ar
gument for phonetic siielling, which no objection from our friends iqqs)site 
can shake. They will tell you, no doubt, in the most eloquent terms, as 
they are well able to do, that we want to destroy the etymological and his
torical value <>f our language, and a great many more things of the same 
kind. A weighty thing indeed to counter|s>ise against ie blessings of the 
phonetic system ! Forsooth, our children are to be compell d to waste 
from four tosieveii years of their short lives because some people have an 

lew system would destroy our etymology. I appeal to you, 
rose of you who have ever in the course of your lives been 
i profession of teaching, and a very noble profession it is, I 
if it would not be an inestimable blessing to the race if boys 

and girls, old men and women, could learn to read and write within the 
short space of six or twelve months. If there are any sisters here who 
have heljied to teach their younger brothers to read ; if there are any elder 
brothers who have heliied their sisters as they toiled day alter day over 
those miserable pothooks and hangers, if there are any such here, and 1 
sure there are, I appeal to them to give their vote this evening in favou 
the systam which will bring emancipation, power and happiness with it.

But besides the utter waste of time invidved in learning to read, a great 
mischief is done to the minds of the children by subjecting them to such 
unsound teaching. Hear what Max Muller, probably the greatest living 
philologist, says upon this point :—

“ What, however, is even more serious than all this, is not the great 
waste of time In learning to read, and the almost complete failure in na 
tional education, but the actual mischief done by subjecting young minds 
to the illogica. and tedious drudgery of learning to read English aa spelt at 

nt Everything they have to leain in reading (or pronunciation) and 
spelling is 1. rational : one rule contradicts the other, and each statement 
has to Be accepted simply on authority, and with a complete disregard of 
all those rational instincts which lie dormant in the child, and ought to be 
awakened by every kind af healthy exercise.

“ I know there are persona who can defend anything, and who hold that 
It is due to this very discipline that the English character is what it is : 
that It retains respect for authority ; that it does not require a reason for 
everything ; and that It does not admit that what is inconceivable is there
fore impossible. Even English orthodoxy has been traced back to that 
hidden source, because a child accustomed to believe that though is 
though, and that through Is through, would afterwards believe any
thing. It may be so ; still I doubt whether even such objects would justify 
such p leans.

“ Lut with all that, the problem remai s unsolved. What are people 
to do when language and pronunciation nht. ige, while their spelling is de
clared to be unchangeable ? It is, I believe, hardly necessary that I should 
prove how corrupt, effete, and utterly Irrational the piesent system of 
spelling is, for no one seems inclined to deny all that. I shall only quote, 
therefore, the judgment of one man, the Lte Bishop Thlrlwall, a man who 
never used exaggerated language. ‘ I look,’ he says, ‘ upon the established 
system, if an accidental custom may be so called, as a mass of anomalies, 
the growth of ignorance and chance, equally repugnant to good trste and 
to common sense. But I am aware that the public cling to these anomalies 
with a tenacity proportioned to their absurdity, and are jealous of all en
croachment on ground conaecrated by prescription to the free play of blind

After considering these things who will assert that Reform is not ne-

Again, the ignorance of so many grown up people at the present day 
may Be traced to the same source. In England alone there are about five 
million grown-up people who cannot read. Why Is this ? Because, in the 
words of Maria Edgworth, one of the most famous of educationalists, “ the 
labour and disgust of learning to read render It the most difficult of all 
human attainments." This, however, can all be changed by the introduc 
lion of the phonetic system, which is so simple that it does not necessarily 
require the addition of a new lettter to our present alphabet, but only that 
the present letters be used in a different way, though it would be more 
satinfactory for each simple elementary sound to have a single sign. Our 
present spelling we must consider not only a scientific failure, but also a 
moral failure, Because it deprives a large proportion of our population of 
the enjoyment of one of the moat indispensable blessings of civilized life— 
the power to read,

Many other evil results attendant on our present mode of spelling occur 
to my mind, but time will not permit me to dwell upon them. My learned 
friend who is to follow me on the same side will, I daresay, refer to some 
of these points. A mongst other things our present spelling occasions great 
difficulties to those who endeavour to reduce unwritten languages to writ
ing ; it obscures the namee of persona and placée, and it disables us from 
ascertaining the real condition of our spoken language, even a few hundred

gst the Incidental advantages of phoneticism I may mention that 
the system will cause a diffusion of correct pronunciation over the whole 
Empire, and wl 1 tend to do away with provincial dialects ; that it will di- 
minlsh the number of letters with which it la necessary to write a word, 
and reduce the bulk and therefore the expense of our books by about one-

who had only

tend to remove the present ignorance of the

uoat important objection Is that which maintains that the system 
would tend to obscure etymology, and produce confusion. We answer to 
this, fir, t of all. that phonetic spelling, so far from b.ing a hindrance to 
etymology, is its only sure and safe guide, for the science of etymology is 
built upon the science of phonetics. In the accord place we may ask our 
opp nents If the change which we propose will destru;' the et) mology, how 
is It that the etymology has not already been destroy!? *Ve ki.o* that 

ueen Anne a time our orthography was not the same a. at present We 
v that in C'axton’e time the orthography was different from that of 

Queen Anne’s time, and if we go back to Chaucer we find that English Is 
almost like anotner language. The truth Is that etymologies at près» nt are 
very uncertain, and we do not look to them for the pieeent meanings of the 
words. If, to take a celebrateJ example, I should call my friend opposite 
a knave and a villain, he would hardly besathfied with my telling li.m that 
one of the words originally signified only a lad or servant, and the other a 
ploughman. But even if the etymological value of our words 
what impaired by phonetic spelling, I ask should the latter on that account 
be rejected? Ask yourselves candidly how often do you look to the ety
mology of words in your every day life. I imagine that the occasions are 
very few and far between. It would only be the scholar who would lose 
and he would still possess the records ol our present books. I shall give 
you the opinion of the greatest living etymologist upon this point -

“Language ie not made far scholars and etymo’o6i te ; and If the whole 
race of English etymologists weie rea ly to be swept away by the Introduc
tion of spelling reform, I hope they would he the first to rejoice In sacri
ficing themselves in so good a came. But is it really tie case that the 
historical unity of the Envlhh language would be broken by the adoption 
of phonetic spelling, and the profession of t>- « etymol .gist w. uld be gone 
forever? I say, No, moet emphatically, to b th propositions. The real 
answer however, is that no one could honestly call the present system of 
spelling either historical or etymological ; and I believe that, taken as a 
whole, the loss occasioned by consUtent phonetic spelling would hardly b* 
greater than the gain. ’

Hear al*o the dieiinguirhed Dr. J. A. H. Murray, the lexicographer, 
upon this objection : —

“ I hardly need aid that my dictionary experience has already eh -wn 
me that the ordinary appeals to eti mology against spelling ref ,rm utterly 
break down upon examination. The etymological iuformation supposed 
to be enshrined in the current spelling is sappe i at it very foundation by 
the fact that it is, in anber fact, oftener wrong than right, that it is oftener 
the fancyof pedants or sciolists of the Renascence, or monkish et) ni logera 
of still earlier times, th»t are thus preserved, than the truth which alone is 
etymology. From the fourteenth century onwards, a fashi >n swept over 
French and English of refashioning the spelling of words after the Latin 
onee, with which rightly or wrongly they were supposed to be connected ; 
and to such au extent has this gone that it is, la nine cases out of ten, now 
impossible, without actual investigation, to form any opinion upon the 
history of these w -rds -the very thing the current spelling is supposed to 
tell us. The real hist .ry is recovered only by marshalling the phonetic 
spellings of earlier days, as the Philological Society s Dictionary will en
able everyone to do, piercing through the mendacious spellings of later 
times to the phonetic facte which th-y conceal or falsify, and thus reaching 
a genuine etymology. The traditional and pseudo-etymological spellings 
of the last few centuries are the direct foes with which geuuine etymology 
has to contend ; they are the very curse of the etymologist’s labour, the 
thorns and thistles which everywhere choke the golden grains of truth, 
and afford satis fact! -n only to the braying asses whioh think them as good

This, Ladles and Gentlemen, is the great objection with which ou r 
ponents arm themselves, this is the broken reed upon which they so co 
ndently rely.

The next objection Is that we would in the new spelling be unable to 
distinguish words pronounced alike but now spelled differently, such words 
for instance as r-i g h t and w-r-i'-t-r. Our answer to this ie, that if at 
present in the hurry of conversation there ie hardly ever a doubt which 
word is meant, surely there would be much lees danger in the slow process 
of reading a continuous sentence where the context would remove any pos
sibility ..f doubt. That this objection is a most flimsy one will be seen from 
the fact that there are already in written English about 600 wonts with 
different meanings which, on the reasoning of our oppo ente, should be pro
vided with separate spellings. For instance the word box would require 
eight spellings, for it has eight, If not more, different meanings. The ob
jection is really an objection to the English language, and not to phonetic

!
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The only other objection deserving of our consideration is that there 

would be no uniform method of spelling—that each one would spell as she 
or he thought fit This objection has, In reality, no basis, and primarily 
arose from an erroneous idea that phonetic spelling was advocated only by 
teetotalers, vegetarians and uneducated people. True, people could spell 
as they liked, just as they can spell now as they like, for we cannot prevent 
utterly ignorant people, In the phonetic system, or in the present system, 
or in any system under heaven, from spelling Incorrectly, only there 
would be an Infinitely greater likelihood of their spelling correctlytenth.
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one would suppose, in » practical business-like manner. He tells us 
that the spelling of the Italian language is the most perfect in Europe, 
being almost strictly phonetic. After carefully examining the amount 
of time devoted to reading and spelling in Italian and also in English 
schools he cornea to the astonishing result that 1375 hours more are 
devoted to these subjects in the school year in the English school than 
in the Italian I No wonder Mr. Gladstone belches forth analheu-.m upon 
a system of spelling which thus wastes the time and youth of our people, 
if his calculations were correct and thorough, but they are not, they "are 
erroneous because very superficial, and as I say may be taken as a speci
men brick of all like argumenta of our opponents,

I need scarcely remind you, Mr. President, that there are two me
thods of teaching, with a text-book and orally. Now, if a child com
mit to memory a rule of arithmetic from a text-book he is actually study
ing reading and spelling rather than arithmetic j if he learn facts of his
tory and geography from a text-book, he is having equally good practice 
in reading and spelling. Now, in English schools we know that these 
subjects are, as a rule, taught to a great extent orally, while I am in
clined to believe that the system adopted In Italy is the opposite, but 
whether this be true or not, Mr. Gladstone's 1376 hours extra time is 
utterly valueless as an argument in favour of phonetic spelling until he 
proves to ns that these two systems of teaching are not resp ctively in 
vogue in the two countries to which 1 have referred.

But the utter absurdity of these calculations may be well exposed in an
other way. It is a notorious fact that a century ago only a very small 
percentage of Italians could read and write, but of those who could, prob
ably eighty or ninety per cent, could understand their own great poets and 
philosophers. Now every one learns to read, at least, but of tnoee who 
can pass a very tolerable standard not one per cent, can make head or tail 
of Dante. Now what does this prove ? Simply this, that Italians are 
taught to read and spell a vocabulary which will prepare them to read their 
newspapers and write business letters. But what is the aim of an English 
school 7 To teach the entire vocabulary of the language ; consult our spell
ing books, bristling with words that a fairly well-educated man does not 
employ a dozen timee a year ; look through our reading books, supposed to 
lie adapted for boys of ten yean of age, and you have extracts from 
“ Disraeli's speech on the death of Wellington “ The scene in the tower, 
from King John," and “ Dr. Dawson's Creation of the Earth," and yet the 
time necessary to acquire this vocabulary is compared with that necessary 
for the former. The quantity of the words, not the method of sp- lling, is 
what consumes the time and produces unsatisfactory results'; and here let 
me say, that it appears to me, we might well take a leaf out of the Italian 
book. I think it an entire waste of energy and a positive cruelty to s]>end 
the time of the children of the working classes, those who go to school to 
learn to read and write and nothing more, in either reading or selling 
words which they will never have occasion to use. We teach children mul
tiplication but not cube root, and act reasonably, but becaue they ought 
to be able to spell Joy must they of necessity spell invtoplaim ?

Now, Mr. President, I have endeavour*d to show that our opponents 
are able to prove, neither by abstract reasoning, nor yet by comparison 
with other countries, that our system of spelling Is such a burden upon the 
education of the people as they regard it. One other method of proof is 
resorted to, ingenious but equally fallacious. It is said children of our 
own country have actually been taught to read and spell by the phonetic sys
tem, and they have learned in a much shorter period of time ; with regard 
to the latter accomplishment they would probably be regarded as far ahead

this to be a disadvantage, but our opponents ask us to extend 
to the written language as well, to spell, as well as pronounce 
In spoken 'anguage this may lead to error ; In written language, from 
the very nature af things, it would ; and so great would the inconvenience 
and annoyance become, that necessity would over-ride phonetic rules and 
interpose signs to catch the eye and distinguish the word.

Again, It is contended that phonetic spelling would indicate pronunci
ation and reduce dialects. Now, I contend that, for the great mass of the 
people, it would not indicate pronunciation, neither would it reduce dia
lects ; it would perpetuate them. Spoken language is decidedly dictatorial 
and very tenacious. We h*ve no authority of final resort for pronuncia
tion in English ; the spirit of the |ieople will not brook each a thing; with 
a phonetic alphabet, and true to phonetic principles, the people would 
make the written word correspond with their idea of the spoken, as it is our 
written words are a standing protest against such mutilation ; sweep away 
our etymological spelling and our wri ten language will become a oonfused 
jargon. Italy has a phonetic alphabet, but she has also a number of very 
distinct dialects And in our case, Mr. President, imagine us furnished 
with a phonetic alphabet, used under phonetic rules, and I ask you how 
much similarity would there be among the same words written by the in
habitants of the different sections of the British Isles themselves and of the 
Colonies? In this connection also, I wish to point you to the fallacy of the 
argument that people would not require to learn to spell, say after the two 
first years of school life. The argument, of course, is, if our words were 
spelled by fixed rule and not with arbitrary letters, people would naturally 
spell correctly. Now, If this be true, how comes it that incorrect spellings 
are not all alike? I have myself seen a word of four letteis incorrectly 
spelled In three different ways by the same individual. The system is in
vented as a boon for uneducated and partially educated people. Dr. 
Trench gives us a forcible example of people spelling by sound, and hence 
an idea of what may be expected when the system advocated by our op- 
ponents is Introduced. He says “the poet master of the town of Woburn 
has noted 244 different methods of spelliug that name among th*- unedu
cated class, for whose benefit this system is mainly composed.

There is still another objection to the system, so important and so far- 
reaching, that it is no wonder our opponents have always summoned their 
biggest guns to this point of attack. I refer to the irreparable loss which 
phonetic spelling Implies in the etymology of our language. At first those 
who favoured phonetic spelling were dumb in reply to tbis objection, but 
through time they have gath-red together a number of specious arguments, 
which have become worth; of notice only because some noted philologist» 
and highly educated men have taken them under their special care. Our 
charge is, that this system will obliterate everythin» that visibly connects 
our language with the past, and will make it a dead, mechanical contriv- 
ance, instead of what it is, a living and wonderfully beautiful out-growth of 
the thought and progress and dignity of the race. The leader of the 
affirmative has given us a long array of scholarly names who deny this 
statement. I cannot dissect at any length the answers made to this 
charge by these noted men, but will content myself with limply shewing 
that when carefully examined they should have little weight in the discus
sion. The noted philologist, Prof. Müller, whose opinions usually are en
titled to close attention, makes reply to our charge by propounding this 
question-“If aman know the origin of a Word is he any lees likely to re
cognise it in a phonetic dress? ' and the answer is, unmistakably, no. But 
this is evading the question. If a man do not know the origin of a word 
will he ever be likely to find it in a phonetic dress ? The learned man nan! 
the ignorant man will never try, but there are thousands of fairly well- 
educated men and women to whomlsuch knowledge would be a store house 
Inspiring thought, and opening up vistas of beauty undreamed of, wb .» 
knowledge Is too limited to surmount the difficulty, and y-t too extensive 
to rest satisfied wanting its solution.

In reply to the argument that the proposed system would substitute a 
healthy mental training for a vicious one, I cannot do better than remind 
you of the fact that thousands of English men and women have surmounted 
the difficulties of the language, and are not, as we can see, any the worse 
for it either mentally or morally. The learned leader of the affirmative is 
an eloquent survival, fur the occasion, the fittest ! and my friend who will 
follow me on the affirmative will unconsciously give emphasis to my posi
tion. As regards their morality I am equally certain on that point, unless, 
indeed, they claim that the system has engendered that ingratitude which 
they display in attacking the beneficent.mother of their purest and most 
cherished enjoyments.

I am painfully aware, Mr. President, how Imp fectly I have pleaded a 
good cause. From the course pursued by my friend who opened the dis
cussion I have been obliged to anticipate argument, but I have endeavoured 
at the same time to reply to his position. In conclusion I wish to remind 
you that our opponents are bound to shew, first of all, good cause for doing 
away with the old ; secondly, equally strong reasons for introducing the 
new, these reasons built upon natural conclusions arising out of a descrip
tion of it ; and after they have done all this they are bound to say how 
much of a gap they will allow between the spoken and written word in 
other words, how often they will introduce changes into written words to 
have them keep pace with the spoken, which are constantly changing a- d 
varying. If they will take a suggestion from the adverse camp, I should 
advise them to Institute at once a Board of Inventors and take up the old 
and set down the new before a knowledge-thirsty and grateful people at 
each decennial census I 
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said “ he had brains, but, unfortunately, could not spell !" But in answer 
to this argument I would sav, what guarantee have I that you are not 
comparing the work of exceedingly good teachers and exceptionally bright 
children with that of careless teachers and ordinary children ; but even 
granted that the children and teachers were of equal ability, this much re
mains to be said, that the teacher of the phonetic system has entered upon 
his work with the zeal and ardor of an earnest believer, and has, therefore, 
the immense advantage that such a condition gives him.

It only remains to be said in this connection, Mr. President, that if the 
charge against the present system of waste of time has been shewn to be 
false, the charge of waste of money falls to the ground, for It Is, In fact, 
only the measure of the former. When our opponents are so fortunate as' 
to procure actual calamities brought about by the old system, argument 
fails and defence to useless. The leader of the affimative has wittily, and I 
must say to my mind unfeelingly, jharged our present system of spelling 
with killing a Frenchman and maligning a cow. I offer my sympathy to 
the bereaved family who, in their youthful gambols were, with one fell 
swoop, deprived of a fond father and their matin bowl of milk !

My second task, Mr. Chairman, to to endeavour to show why I consider 
the proposed method would be not only not an improvement but a positive 
Injury to the language. In order to do this I shall make some comparisons, 
difficult as it to to compare the seen with the unseen, the known with the 
unknown, and, in deference to the opinions of our opponents, I shall try to 
free myself of the knowledge that this new si stem has but a name, and 
forget, for the time being, that even the eloquent speech of the learned 
leader of the affirmative was powerless to call it out of the ghostly regions 
of crude thought, and give it a habitation and a form.

First of all, then, Mr. President, I claim that we can make no compari
son between this new proposed system of spelling and the old as regards the 
coet of printing or writing, seeing that scarcely any two of those who ad
vocate the new have ever yet been able to agree, either upon the number 
or character of their orthographic signs. The truly logical phonetic speller 
will not be satisfied until he has a visible sign for each and every sound of 
the human voice ; the would-be practical man declares his brother reformer 
Is refining too much, and he washes his hands of all responsibility in the 
matter I The leader of the affirmative has not very carefully defined his 
position in this respect. I do not wish to press him to raise up “ foes of 
his own household." I fully appreciate hie difficulties; but in the mean
time he must be content to leave any argument founded on the coet of 
printing in abeyance, at least, for the present.

My second objection Is, we have in English a la 
very different meaning, yet all pronounced alike

fancies about reform and progress, to ft 
fore us to-night, Mr. President, to oblit 
to give place to apure plebeian upstart 
upon money and exjiedlency.

Will you, for an apparent and imaginary gain, destroy and obliterate 
this Inexhaustible treasure-house of word-lore?

Will you, for an utilitarian and gross demand, wipe out the sentiment 
and poetry wrapped up In our words, and thus transmitted to us in our 
language by the noblest of our race.

Will you barter those numl>erleee guides which our language supplies 
ue, to the ancient custom, the beliefs of long past centuries, the conquests 
of heroes, and the creeds of all, for a soulless form luitcd to a spiritless 
people.
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^aSBSlHFfS SEFSS3ÈBHrH;causing phampleta and books to be issued for a while in both issue as the revolutionizing and destroying our language and literature is at
stake. They appeal to our sympathy for the rising generation, who are 
forced, they say, in the struggle for an education to spend a great part of 
their early life and energy in learning our barbarous orthography of to
day, and they are completely . arried away with joyous anticipations of the 
time when the reformed pri ,er should be in vogue, and when the emanci
pated youth of our land would, almost without an effort, master the intri
cacies of language, and dive into the depths of literature and letters, which 
they say will lie preserved to us, as we have it now, in all its vitirety and

I^or this, and we may say for this only, we are asked to exchange the 
stable framework of our language, which has risen from lower things to be
come the greatest and grandest structure of the kind in the universe, for a 
system which has nothing to recommend it to the practical student of liter
ature and language, and which gives us no guarantee that it will, or can 
ever, accomplish what it claims. We say it will not and cannot do so • 
that it is totally impracticable, and, even if possible, that it is not desirable’ 
for the losses consequent^ its Introduction would be very great, and thé

Spelling, it is urged, would no longer need to be learned at all, for every 
s und being represented by a sign would almost involuntarily bring the 
proper pronounciation of a word to a person’s mind, the sound and sign be
ing in perfect conformity with each other. The truth of this rests upon 
two assumptions, which sre erroneous, but are nevertheless taken for 
granted by the gentlemen opposite. The first of these is that all men pro- 
nounce all words alike, and in spelling a word they will exactly agree a!s to 

the sour.d as expressed in letters is. The falsity of this is evidenced 
by the difference in the spelling of the same word by different persons, and 
in some instances even by the same person. Select a word of average diffi
culty and submit it to a class ; some of these will, no doubt, spell the word 
properly, but » number will mis spell it, and the majority will mis-spell it 
in an entirely different manner from the others. Those who cannot snell 
it correctly are obliged to fall back upon what they think the sounds con- 
tained in the word are. What then is the reason that these several persons 
do not fall into the same error as to what the sounds are, and how they an to 
be represented? Simply liecatise there is this difference of pronunciation 
which always has existed, and will continue to exist in spite of all the pho
netic system can do to prevent it, and which pronunciation is continually 
varying under the treatment it receives at the hands of different individu
al^ each of whose ideas are slightly at variance with the others. But this 
difference is attributed to the confusion of onr present English spelling 
Is this true ? It decidedly is not, for the differences in pronounciation are 
greatest among I ample who cannot read or write at all, and whose ancestors 
for generations before them were in the same lamentable state. They can
not have any other rule to guide them, and the strange thing to me Is that 
with such an Infallible ami never-failing standard as the sound to guide 
them in their pronounciation that there should be such a very large number 
of dialects and differently pronounced words among the uneducated -1__ssriSisssE-s
for example the sounds of the vowel o as pronounced in the words wrong and 
/usiofl. According to some of the proposed schemes this vowel does duty 
for these two sounds. Now, the learner must, at the outset, ask himself 
the question, how am I pronounce this sign? Am I to say rcruna » it

exactly the same arguments, when he decides the other way. This differ
ence is unavoidable ; people cannot help it, and before one year had passed 
we would have a whole vocabulary of words differing completely fromthe

# ^tJan «?ege'u 1116 ^ “5 ?ethod been mentioned by the gentlemen

g? SSStSSïSi i?2
suits ef the language oeing so nearly like the phonetic scheme, andthe sn

ail the'books wlifch ou* 'pb™ 16,1 “* thattit.Would necessitate the loss of

course of time new editions of aU the books worth reprinting would come 
out anyway, and might be issued on the new system and without great 
public expense, for it would no doubt be made to a great extent a private 
enterprise, while the less valuable books which these libraries contain 
would be done away with and not be much loss ; besides, if these books 
were not republished they would be consulted only by students who 

ould probably be able to read both systems, and if they were 
ble to do so, it has been ascertained that it is easier and requires 
time to learn to rtad and *pell in the old system by first pursuing a 

rse of study in the new, than to read aud spell in the present sys
tem only, so that in either case time and labour would be saved.

All eminent philologists join in saying that if it were not for our bad 
system of spelling and antiquated orthography the universality of the 
English language would be secured beyond a doubt, and other nations 
may find cause to flatter themselves at the fact that the English nation 
has not sooner found this out.

Show us, ladies and gentlemen, by your votes this evening that you 
are willing to unite with us in putting down that system of which the 

own writer, Lord Lytton, found cause to speak iu the following 
“A more lying, round-about, puzzle-headed delusion than that by 

l we confuse the clear instincts of truth in our accursed system of 
" spelling was never concocted by the father of falsehood. How can a 
“ system jf education flourish that begins by so monstrous a falsehood, 
" which the sense of hearing suffices to contradict," and, ladies and gen
tleman, you will show your willingness to assist in conferring on future 
generations one of the grearest blessings the world has ever known.

In conclusion, I thank you for you ltind attention.
Mr. Macib in summing up for the Negative said :
Me. Pbebident. Ladies and Gentlemen,-Whenever any reform or 

so-called reform is being agitated in a community, we never fall to find a 
class of men ready and willing, and who in reality do devote the whole of 
their lives and energies to the accomplishing of the reform, and who in 
their wild zeal do not scruple to so almost any length in their advocacy 
of the same, in many cases entirely overlooking the fact that their appar
ently whole-souled interest is due not so much to a conviction of the bene- 

to be obtained by the introduction of what they propose as to an un
irai desire for the introduction of a something in many cases they do 
know what, but which they, the restless lovers of change for 

its own dear sake, would have us resort to. The advocacy of the reform 
in spelling which certain individuals are trying to force upon us in the place 
and stead of our present tried and effective method of spelling the English 
language does not prove an exception to the general rule, for we find its 
advocates speaking and writing with all the energy and fanaticism (some
times spelled phoneticism) which to to such an eminent degree a character
istic of change.

It seems to me to be a sad waste of time, of money and of undoubted 
talent for men with the intellectual standing of many of the supporters of 
the new system to throw away their short lives in support of a scheme 
which cannot be held as desirable and which, even if it were, so totally 
impracticable as to leave the question of its introduction untouched by 
any, excepting the few whose evidently superficial arguments have been 
quoted by the gentlemen upon the affirmative to-night. I have asked 
several prominent literary men in this city how it is that more has not 
been written against the proposed scheme and in support of our present 
system, and the answer has invariably been that these energetic and zeal
ous workers for phonotypy are engaged in a thankless task, and are ex
pending their time and money in advocating a system which it is impossible 
can ever sensibly affect the stability and character of the English language 
as it to spelt and pronounced under our present system. The new fi 
of spelling to looked upon more with ridicule tnan with any fear 
what its possible effects might be ; people seem convinced that it will 
be universally introduced.

A person reading any of the phonetic publications, written, of course, 
after the style of the new orthography to at first struck with what appears 
to him to be an extremely ludicrous play upon certain words, ana feels

tits
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Az suilent and slo dhey folnd dhe ded.
Dhe ruidarles hors woz led in dhe rgr,
Dher war hwuit plramz weiving ovar dhe bgr, 
Helmet and sord war leid on dhe pal,
For it woz a soljar'z fyuineral.

Dhat soljar had stiud on dhe batel plein,
Hweir evari step woz ovar dhe slein :
But dhe brand and dhe Ixil had past him buy, 
And hg keim tui hiz neitiv land—tm duy !
Twoz hard tm kum tm dhat neitiv land,
And not klasp wun familiar hand !
Twoz hard tra bg numbard widh dhe ded,
Or e’er hg kuid hgr hiz welkum sed !
But twoz sumthing tm sg its klifs wuns mor,
And tm ley hiz bonz on hiz on luvd shor ;
Tm thingk dhat dhe frendz ov hiz yuith muit wgp 
O'r dhe grgn gras tarf ov dhe soljar’z slgp.

Dhe bymgelz sgst dheir welling suwiicl 
Az dhe kofin woz loard intra dhe gruwnd ;
A voli woz fuird, a blesing sed,
Wun moment’s paz—and dhey left dhe ded !—

affiefroeen the -Seciureo.$
PARENTAL MVSINOS.

In hie life, when poets eay 
Ie juet the age

Where the brook and river meet, 
(The expression's rather neat), 
When to him the world effete 

Ie but a stage.
At the age when one goes o’er 
The g<>od old days he’s si>ent 
When he votes the sex a bore,

And somewhat mean,
Lovely woman’s but a toy 
To be bought with l.ase allot 

ie he boy

th
10

&
:

of yore ;"

:
if»—

MM !

Between what's strictly,m 
In way of clothes.

And so his manly breast ho covers 
With neckties probably his brother's, 
And when they're worn he'll seek for o 

I suppose.
Hie elder brothers are pedantic :
Hie little sisters too romantic,
So he throws in jest and antic,

Wild and strange,
To relieve the pompous bearing 
Of his brothers, who are wearing 
Out their lives^to keep from swearing

ine and thine

others

A* A 
alma eam-um 
Amz orn

E'0 Yij Oa Oo UUui
ye all old
yy al old

ui or uy ei or ey
bite, buy ale, they
bait, buy eil, dhey uwt

Uui
put
put

UXX)
WUI

The’ he hates the very sight 
Of the early morning light,
Yet he’s out each blessed night 

Of the week ;
So I think I’ll put a stopper 
On these rambling*, so improper, 
Or, I fear, he’ll come a cropper, 

So to speak.

UW yui
out

yrnz
A font ov tuips must by yuizd in hwicli invarted 
letarz af egzaktli on dhe seim luin az upruit.

But i>erha|>8 my better course is 
To invent some forcing process, 
Something like metempsychosis

By means of which he’ll slumber through 
From eighteen—say to twenty-two— 
And thus he’ll spare much trouble to 

His anxious dad.

Notice.

1. The Publication Committee of the McGill University 
Song Hook give notice that two prizes of the sum of ten dollars 
ami five dollars respectively will be given for the first and 
second best new original McGill College songs, with or without 
chorus.

2. All communications, with the nom-de-plume of the writer 
attached, are to be sent in to the Secretary of this Committee, 
not later than August 15th, 1884.

3. Communications are to be accompanied by a sealed en
velope, bearing the nom-de-plume, and containing the name and 
address of the writer.

4. This competition is open only to graduates and under
graduates of McGill University.

5. The Judges will be members of the Competition Com
mittee.

A BALLAD.
(After Mr. Swinburne.) 

hid my hat in some Otto of Rosea,
Out of the mum’s way, safe for a while.

Twas blacker of hue than the old black c:
In Otto of Roses I hid my tile.

Why did it smell so ? Why they smile ?
When I don that hat they say it’s absurd,

For the Otto of Roses, by the gray god’s guile,
Has been soured by the song of a secret bird.

“ not»” I cHedi for the scent discloses 
Wherever I am, so that what I am at 

Is seedily known-though the governor doees 
And all might be well-but that cursed hat, 
a6 5°m! aVy,ne ane»k» with a wonn at heart,
And red npe lii*, like a woman unheard

s out (so to sjieak) “ there’s a rummy start, 
hat is mixed up with a secret bird.”

!’d hutir tint hst with gMry old M.we»,
(He s one of my uncles, a soapy old file,)

But I know what that Patriarch's knowing old nose is, 
And how it would turn up s' «cent of the “ ile ”

And the Jewish remarks he wou.d make all the while, 
And how the hot blood in my heart would be stirred, 

When he d say with his happy avuncular smile,
" P’raps you’ll shell me de song of your secret bird."

I

I

■

All students are specially requested to Bend in to the under
signed any songs which they would like to oee published.

C. W. Wilson (Med. *86),

Scream'

Secretary.
The annual report of the Reading Room Committee, for the 

session just closed, shows, as these annual reports usually do, 
a very prosperous condition of affairs. The surplus remaining 
after the paying of a'l expenses is something over $30, about 
double of that of last year.

But a crutch and a tooth-pick are worse than that— 
And I love the song of my secret bird.

The Committee of Athletic Sports have also a flourishing re
port to make. The surplus remaining in their hands is over 
$100, not including a small amount standing to the credit of 
the Track Committee. The Sports Committee have, we under- Mot. A learned professor the other evening was ex-
stand, prepared the draught of a constitution for a University Paining to a company the theory of Psychophysics. A lady 
Athletic Association, to be submitted to the undergraduates next who was present, hearing the imposing phraseology about the 
autumn, and have also taken some stops for the holding of In- intensity of sensations increasing in arithmetical ratio, while 
ter-University Sports. We hope that in both of these projects th.eir physical stimuli increase in a geometrical ratio, exclaimed, 
their efforts mil be successful. ' “ it certainly does make one feel sick of physics."

Philip Hat.

J
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NEW
UNIVERSITY OFHOUSE-FURNISHING GOODS! BISHOP’S + COLLEGEAt S. CARSLEY'S

Tapestry Carpets, all new designs, new colors,
At S. CARSLEY’S. 

Iapestry Carpets, splendid value, superior qualities, 
_________ At S. CARSLEY'S.

ms-----MONTRE A !L.-----

FACULTY OF MEDICINEBRUSSELS CARPETS.
Our stock of these goods from the 

manufacturers,
SESSION OF 1884-85.most renowned

At S. CARSLEY'S.
BRUSSELS CARPETS.

Private patterns, designs and colors adapted to the vari
ous rooms of any residence,

HE Fourteenth Winter Session of this Faculty will open 
on the first Tuesday in October, 1884. The Faculty of 
Medicine of Bishop’s College bases its claim for public 

support upon the thoroughly practical character of its in
struction, and the fact that the means at its disposal for this 
purpose are not excelled by any medical school in Canada. 

Its Diploma is recognized by the Royal College of Physicians, 
Edinburgh ; the Royal College of Surgeons, England ; and the Royal 
College of Physicians, London. Students have the option of attending 
the practice of either the Montreal General Hospital (200 beds), or of the
Hotel Dieu H spital (200 l*ds). n.th of which institutions have ____ I
who regularly and systematically visit them. At the Montreal General 
Hospital excellent facilities are afforded for the study of Practical Pathology, 
under the direction of the Pathologist of the Hospital. The practice of the 
Montreal Dispensary-where «|>endid opportunity is afforded to learn Dis- 
pensing—isopen to the Students of Bishop’s College.

The Woman’s Department ok the Western Hospital, under the 
suixsrvision of this Faculty, is divided into two departments—Obstetrical 
and Gynecological. The Obstetrical Department is under the control of 
the Professor of Midwifery, and affords to Students a field unequalled in 
the Dominion—in fact this Department has made Bishop’s College the 
Midwifery School of Canada. The Gynecological Department is attended 
by the Professors of Bishop’s College, and is the only Hospital of its kind in 
the Dominion. Opportunity is here afforded to see most of 
in this imputant Dejfartment of Surgery.

Two Gold Medals (“ The Wood" and the " Robert Nelson" Gold 
Medals) and the “ Dr. David" Scholarship are coiiqieted for annually.

Fees, about the same as at the other Medical Schools in Canada, but a 
Student who pays the cost of the entire course on the commencement of his 
studies is able to effect considerable reduction.

At S. CARSLEY'S.
BRUSSELS CARPETS.

Manufactured from the finest wools, guaranteed free from 
jute, and of the highest standard of quality, and will be 
found superior to those generally produced for colonial 
trade. Call and see them At S. CARSLEY'S. 

TOURNAT VELVET CARPETS.
Some nice specimens of these beautiful goods

At S. CARSLEY'S.
MOQUET CARPETS.

The handsomest Drawing-room Carpet ever produced at 
lhc Pncc' S. CARSLEY’S.

SAXONY STAIR CARPETS.
Cannot be equalled for and superiority of appear- 

At S. CARSLEY'S.anee, to be had

S CARSLEY’S
ira, ira. ira, im, \m, ins and \m noire dime st, the operations
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PHOTOGRAPHS by ELECTRIC LIGHT
FACULTYphotographs made every evening at

m T. W. CAMPBELL, M.A.. M.D.. L R.C.P. Loud., Dean, Profe«,or
Preetlce of Me.ll, lue, consulting Physician Montreal Dispensary, Ph 
Western Hospital.

J. BAKER EDWARDS, Ph. 
k. A. KENNEDY, M.A.. M.

Consulting Ph

iclples and

4S net W 'j
261 ST. JAMES STREET.

NEXT DOOR TO H. MORGAN & CO.
A LIBERAL DISCOUNT GIVEN TO STUDENTS.

OPEN EVENING FROM 7 TO 11.
CA.Ij1j AND BBB Sl'BCIMBNS

L$tplaCe ‘n the Province where Picture* »re taken by Electric

mallthj,rm . ft, D.O.L.. Emeritus Professor of Practical Chemistry.
D., C.M.. Profe.sor of Obstetrics and Disaaseeof Children.

Physicien to and Superintendent of theyslclan Montreal Dispensary,
Obstetrical Department of the Western Hos 

J. PKRRK.O, A.M., M.D.. C 
Medical Secretary Weete

J. B. Mi CONNELL. M.
Hospital and Montreal Dispensary.

CASEY A. WOOD, C.M.. M. If.. Profeeeor of Pathology, Physician Weetern Hospital.
K ABM8TKON°. *D.. Profcssorof Physiology, Physician Western Hospital. 

JAMES V. CAMERON. M.D..C.M., M.R.C.P1.. Registrar. Professor of Medical Jaria- 
prudence, Physician to Montreal General Hospital and Western Hospital.

THOMAS SIMPSON, M.D., Professor Hygiene, Physician to Montreal General Hospl- 
tal, Consulting Physician Weetern Hospital.

K. H. TRENHOLME, M.D., C.M.. B.O.L., Professor of Gynecology, Consulting Phy- 
Dispensary, Physician Western Hospital.
, M.D., Professor of Chemistry.

.M., M.R.C.S. Eng, Professor of Surgery, Physician to and 
rn Hospital

M., Professor of Materia Medics, Pbyelolen Weetern

P.8.-The

-*0. ASHFORD’S #*
few Bool and Stationery fipp

(one DOOR WEST

Medical Books,

slelan Montreal 
WM. YOUNG, CLM. 

LESLIE POL 
Montreal D

M. D., Profeeeor of Cliemlatry.
LKY, C.M., M.D., L.R.C.P, Lend., F 
Ispeneary.

U REDDY, B.A., M.D., L.R.C.8.E., UR.CLP.U, Professor of Therapeutics 
LAPTHORN SMITH. B.A.. M.D.. M.R.O.S. Eng. Professor of Boise. I 
Montreal Dlspenaarv.

LECTURERS IN SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS.
JOSEPH BEMKOHE, F.GH.. Lecturer on Praetleal Chemlalry.
ALEXANDER PROUDPOOT. M.R. <XM., Lecturer on Disease of the Eye. Ear and 

Throat,^Oculist to Montreal Dispensary and Weetern Hoepltnl 
TV, C.M., M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy.
ERRY, C.M., M.D., Curator of Museum.

or to™ C'reul"* gi,lng °mr* "*tui»ito information nppl, to thn I)e.n

JAMES O. CAMERON, M.D., O.M., M.R.O.P.I.,

Monthkal, Decciiifcer, 1883.

Professor of Anatomy. Physician

OP HI8 OLD STAND)

Students’ Note Books 
Dissecting CcLses ctncL SccCLpels.

(BY WEISS 4, SON,)

ng., Profeeeor of Botany. Phyalclan

CHEAP FOR OAHTT,

Books procured to order from England and the United Stales
6781 AND 680 DORCHESTER ST.

MONTREAL.

D. ft GAMER 
ANTHONY K

Itegistrar, Montreal.

O
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PHOTOGR APHER
141—ST. PETER STREET—141

All the latest improvements adopted, including 
the INSTANTANEOUS PROCESS, #o„ ÿc.

COMPOSITION GROUPS executed with intelli
gent regard to established rules of art

tf Cabinet Photographs of HERBERT SPENCER, 
taken on his recent visit to this city, for sale. Price 
SO cents-

TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION

'“''P8*

SPECTACLE 1
IHDIOATOR. I mm JTZ

1 Pit July M.1OT.

HENRY GRANT 4 SON,
26 Bsarer Hall Teince.

Students' Eye Shades,
CLINICAL THUNOMITllS,

MICROSCOPES,

BAROMETERS, Ac.L. ROBINSON,
OPTICIANS, 

watch-jcaki.es,
({iDICATOE .7 Ml WILLIM.

LATE OF

am y\
LONDON, ENGLAND,

Fashionable Tailor
31 BEAVER HALL.

«rtçttciî

TTB-A.XDQTT AETEES

DRYSDALE’S
232 St. James Street;.

Medical Works. Books used in Art Course,
Science Text Books,

The various Theological Text Books•

Full assortment In stock and suoolied at Roct Bottom Prices.
STUDENTS’ NOTE BOOKS,

SCRIBBLING BOOKS, $c-, ÿc.,
BEST VALUE IN TOWN.

Stylofraphio Pens, Anti-Stylo Pens and Student? 
Supplies a Specialty•

W. DRTSDALE & CO. 
232 P\ James Street,

Bra wH Store: 1423 St. Catherine St.

1
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E. SANDERS,
OPTICIAN,

185 SI. James Street,

O. HILL,
Circulating fibrarif

XO PHILIiIPS ■QTIATi m

Bookseller and Stationer.
English and American Periodicals

■A.11 Kind»

MONTRBAIi.

And Illustrated Works.
Of Stationery.

ngraved—Order» for England, for Town and Country,
United States, promptly attended to. Postage Stamps

Carda E
Importer and Mannfaciorer

MICROSCOPES,
SURVEYING,

MATHEMATICAL

MËWEÊMMW S#$F®P*
J. B. DUROOHER, Proprietor.PI

MOUES CARTIER SQUARE, opp. COURT HOUSE and CITY HALL
MOWTHBAI,.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS.
Th« above Haul 1» tt» tilt In the city tor MoSlll College Dinnen.

WH. HOTHAH & SOU, -*?GE0. BROWN & SONS-*
mnu Mercfiatit + Tailors,

SHIRT & COLLAR MANUFACTURERS

21 BLEURT STREET,

L

17 and 19 BLEURY STREET,

MONTREAL. NEXT DOOR TO NOTMAN'S.

SPECIAL DISOOTJUXTT TO 8TXJDENTR

•^WILLIAM SAMUELS
367 Notre Dame Street, DAWSON BROTHERS.— importer or —

H A T S if- >: ; BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS,
HAVE REMOVED To

NO. 833 BT. JA.MES STREET. 

•ION OF THE GOLDEN OWL

Manufacturer of FINE FURS. iall text books ALL KINDS
™gheit Award for TIKI FURS, Bomlnion Exhibition, 1880. 

fourteen Tint Piiiee and Cold Xtdnl, Provincial Exhibition, 1881.

367 Notre Dame Street, Montreal.
NOTE BOOKS

IN THE COLLEGES

COLLEGE 

REQ U I SITES.SUMMEKHAYES & WALFOBD 
-HtcPJI0T06^IPfIE^3{K-

CANADA.

SION OF -HE GOLDEN OWL

JAMES STREET,

VICTORIA SQUARE.

"
NO. 038 S

No. 1 BLEURY STREET,
yitoNTREAL.

^er *P*olal Rates for students.'

DAWS0ÎI BROTHERS.
BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS

— _____


